Affirmations for positive energy
Today, I´m gonna the best possible me
I´m perfect the way I am
I trust myself to do the right thing day in, day out
My positivity that makes my life great
I´m looking forward to the new day
My positive mindset is the key to my happiness
It´s my birthright to feel good
I see the good in every situation
Compassion washes away my fears and anxieties and replaces
them with love

I choose joy over anger and rejoice over my decision
Feel self-pity is something I surpassed a long time ago
I have many talents which I begin to utilize today
It´s easy for me to make the right choices in life
Even in bad situations I´m the bright star that let its light shine
on others
I trust my gut-feel and intuition
Bad situations are just temporary and will work out for my
highest good
I possess the qualities needed to be successful in life
Today, I let my positive energy glow and overflow it with joy
I am superior to negative thoughts
Step by step I walk on the path towards the best life possible
My potential to succeed is infinite

I radiate joy and happiness and send that out to all sentient
beings
Possible upcoming obstacles are a way to learn and become a
better version of myself
Everything I need to live my life to the fullest is already in my
possession
My heart is at peace with all that has happened, is happening,
and will happen

I am confident and speak up if I feel not good about something
Even outside my comfort zone I feel comfortable in my skin
I can feel happy for other people success
Positivity is a choice that I actively choose
I respect myself and others show me respect as well
Other peoples negativity has no effect on me
I commit myself to happyness
People love me for who I am

I´m like a diamond and my time to shine has come
My life is pure joy and it gets better every day

I have faith in myself to master everything life thows at me
It´s easy for me to distance myself from negative people
I accept nothing but the best because I deserve it
The achievement of my goals is getting closer to completion
I choose to see the light that I am to this world
All answers are right before me and they will unfold to me at
the right time
I fully approve of who I am, even as I get better
For me, everything is possible
I am a man/woman and a master of my own
My calm spirit will support me in all my future endeavours

I show my self-image in full confidence to the world
Negative thoughts are like clouds, they pass me by but I don´t
give them any power
I embrace the rhythm and the flowing of my body and soul
Benevolent energy flows through me while I sleep
Tomorrow is gonna be even better than today
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